Why is there a sudden awareness and interest in Vaastu only in the past few years? Why it is so "in" today or it is the latest "fashion"? These are the few questions that comes in everybody's mind and there is only one answer that VASTU IS A UNIVERSAL SCIENCE which Vastu extracts the positive energies of the five basic elements of nature - the solar energy of sun, lunar energy of moon, wind energy, magnetic effects of earth and heat energy of fire, balancing them to bring harmony in the life of a person.

Vastu principles are based on the theories of electromagnetism. The best part is that these principles were laid down thousands of years before electromagnetism was discovered! The basic source of energy of the whole world is stored at North and South Pole. It flows uninterruptedly from North Pole to South Pole in the form of magnetic waves.

The Vastu principles are very simple and are easy to follow. Vastu provides guidelines from the buying of the land to the actual construction. Vastu helps to balance out the energies present in a structure with simple modifications.

Vastushastra is the art of living with natural forces in harmony and peace. It is a Science of fortune making, hence catches everybody's attention. Yogshastra is the mother of Vasstu Science. All concepts of this science find its principles in the theory of Yogashastra.

The theory is very simple: "Sky, ie, ether, is full of events". Events flow along the natural streams of energy. If these streams are blockage-free, impedance free and frictionless, one meets a positive network of events in life, which makes one fortunate." Hence Vastu Science creates a cosmic envelope around you by using the art of orientation with some crystals, some plants, colours, prisms, pyramids, metals, water, stones and levels.

Vastushastra has Different Dimensions
a. It deals and defines man's relationship with natural forces.
b. It builds a beautiful bridge between inner spaces and outer spaces.
c. It transforms voids into spaces, which are wombs of creation, care and comfort.
d. It defines one's path effortlessly and overcomes hindrances and blockages.
e. It creates a positive relationship between microcosm, (individual) and macrocosm (outer world). Little rectification in personal holistic alignment on the cosmic reference changes life's goals, destiny and end.

The basic elements of Vastu being five great elements, eight directions, sun and moon streams, deities in Vastu Purush Mandal, study of vibrations, waves, sound and light, permutations and combinations of all these things, it is evident to say that it is a very complex subject. The great thinker, J Krishnamurty said, " Truth is a oathsless land." In the same sense one can say that Vastu is a path that connects your Being and Becoming by blessing cosmic order.

Here any inquiry into physical phenomenal parameters does not make sense, and people with limited knowledge of physics cannot hope to enter the heart of the matter. Just as when one tries to jump over the shadow of one's head with one's own foot, so also is the case with all such "pseudo-intellectuals" who have fragmentary approach on these types of studies.
Purpose of all shastras or disciplines of knowledge is same "to understand non-manifest nature of energy in terms of event-manifest". Basic intension behind comprehending event-manifest is to reduce the sorrow, pain, misery, and hardship. Comprehensive understanding of order of nature leads to ever flowering remedial measures in the garden life. Out of complete devotion, Compassion, and bliss one enters into a new life of grace, happiness and content.

In the path of spiritualism a total focus in on homogeneous unified indivisible nature of "that" and in the search of shastra a total focus in on relationship of "that" with heterogeneous, divisible and multiple nature of " Srushti". In shastra a content is changed through a qualitative change in the container. A right container has natural order to see the emergence of " that" leading to all type of holistic propagation and a radical mutation. It is the creative permutation and combination of five great elements which create a life propagative circumstances where event-manifest becomes the normal order.

**EYES, EARS and NOSE OF VASTU**

Entrances and openings are like the eye, nose, mouth, and ear in the Vaastu. These entrances and openings decide the quality of the house. In feng shui entrances are good or bad on the basis of birthdate and type of house. But in Vaastushastra it is based on perceptive and comprehensive foundations, and all its rules are universally applicable. A perfect study of the solar path, two streams, 81 squares representing patterns of energy being the basic module for decision of everything in Vasstushastra, a right helical stream of energy is effected out of all rules and bylaws.

**ENERGY DYNAMICS**

Vaastushastra essentially deals with two energy sources- the solar energy flux and the geomagnetic energy flux. The Science of Vastu aims at controlling the flow of these energies in a Vastu by selecting proper directions and alignments for the Vastu. Location of windows, walls, doors, loads, colour schemes, flooring and zoning, planting of trees-all these parameters play their part in enhancing the energy field for the human being to live in harmony with nature.

All bio-chemical actions, as also mental thought processes can be traced to some basic molecular activity at cellular level. Vastu-science, through manipulation of natural forces, brings some order to these life-processes. For human existence, any change at cosmic level is reflected in changes in cellular rhythm and vice versa.

Eastern concepts of building construction are closely related to Nature and natural energies. Vastu-science is directed towards forming of cosmic envelope, which is devoid of any negative energy fields, so that a Vastu bestowed with peace and bliss. Enhancement of positive energies and substraction of negative energies in Vastushastra provide environmental enrichment.

The Eastern thought is based on the concept of holistic harmony wherein every attempt is made to improve the positive effects of the four parameters-vibrations, wavesm sound, and light.

**VORTEX OF ENERGY IMBALANCE**

A vortex is a mass of rotating or whirling fluid. Whirlpool in water and whirlwind in air are the common examples. In physics, vortex is synonymous with a portion of fluid whose particles have rotating motion. Enormous destructive linear forces are unleashed on any object in the vicinity of the centrifugal axis of the vortex. Vortices in oceans can swallow large ships. Vortex in a tornado or a typhoon can uproot trees, destroy houses. In other words, a vortex is a source of tremendous negative energy. Here, we will study the concept of cosmic vortex and how its linear forces attack a Vastu.

In Vaastushastra, it is possible to find a remedy if the imbalance in forces triggering the formation of vortex is suitably analysed. The thermal imbalance around a house is one such source of vortex, which can easily be untwisted. By balancing the negative forces acting on a Vastu through solid matter as a static equaliser, it possible to avoid any kind of vortex.

Vaastushastra remedies in an aesthetic combination of various techniques to channelise and polarise the multiple fine spectra of cosmic energies. It is a well-known fact from biophysics and biochemistry that polarised light has specific effect on bio-chemical and organic processes. Bio-chemical processes generally involve ionic exchange, i.e. flow of ions across a membrane. The external rhythmic polarised energy in tune with the internal organic elements in a boby easily gets absorbed in the organic entity. This fresh breath of energy at organic cellular level is endowed with power to erase the old negative energy. Here, we will study the concept of cosmic vortex and how its linear forces attack a Vastu.
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